
Client Reference: GMP 

TECHNOLOGY COMPANY FOR SALE   
 

 
PATENTED WATER SAVING, VANDAL & FLOOD PROOF, WATER DISPENSING COMPANY FOR SALE. 
 

Our client, Pressatap Limited, is a registered UK company that has invented, protected, developed 
and commercialised a novel water saving, non-concussive tap/faucet and we are now offering this 
company for sale. 
 
The technology’s unique qualities are that it is: 
 

 Water / energy saving. 

 Vandal / flood proof. 

 Fast / economical to fit as standard unit / retro fit. 

 Works off air pressure, not water or spring pressure. 

 Customisable dispensing time. 

 Minimal working components. 
 
Our client has developed a unique water saving, non-concussive tap technology that is both vandal / 
flood proof and exceptionally quick and easy to standard fit as an original unit or retrofit to existing 
taps. It is ideally suited to fitting / retrofitting into utility environments e.g. schools, hospitals, prisons 
etc. but is equally attractive to more standard commercial and residential properties, landlord 
properties and housing associations. Equally applicable to basins, baths and showers, it is available 
to satisfy a wide range of water dispensing situations with both basic and decorative finishes. 
 
 

The technology is already “in-market” :- 
 

 Patents / trademarks filed internationally. 

 UK Distributor appointed and selling. 

 Cost efficient manufacturing in place with audited “controlled components”. 

 Gross Margins of approximately 70% are currently being delivered. 
 
The biggest advantage the company’s technology offers, over and above its technical superiority, is 
the speed with which a standard tap can be retrofitted with a new water saving, vandal proof unit. 
The fastest time for a tap retrofit has been recorded at 52 seconds but 5 minutes is the more 
expected fitting time. This makes the product of particular interest to the plumbing / fitting community 
as it increases their installation efficiency and therefore their potential income. 
 

 
 

The company’s technology is now fully productionised and “in-market”. A UK non-exclusive 
distributor is in place, earning royalties for the company and all current and future worldwide rights 
will be purchased along with the sale. We believe this represents a unique opportunity to buy a 
revenue generating business that owns, manufactures and distributes a significantly differentiated 
product to the water / energy conscious commercial and residential sectors internationally. 
 
 

Please contact John Allies at john@strategicallies.co.uk for more information in confidence. 
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